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Key words2

Warmer1

Fill the gaps in the sentences using these key words from the text. 

1. A __________________________ is someone who answers questions, especially on a questionnaire or in a 
survey. 

2. If something is __________________________, it is directly connected with and important to what is being 
discussed or considered.

3. A __________________________ is a particular way of understanding or thinking about something.

4. __________________________ are a tendency to prefer, support or be interested in a particular idea or activity.

5. An __________________________ person listens or watches something very carefully.

6. __________________________ is false information on traditional news media or on social media.

7. If you are __________________________ about something, you feel two different things about it at the same 
time.

8. An __________________________ is a strong loyalty to a person, group, idea or country. 

9. __________________________ is the process of checking or proving that something is true or correct.

10. If you __________________________, you pay money to receive regular copies of a newspaper or magazine, 
or to use an online service.

 relevant perception leanings ambivalent allegiance
verification attentive fake news respondent subscribe

Find the following information in the text as quickly as possible.

1. What percentage of Australian news consumers feel the news is too negative?

2. What is the global average for concern about fake news?

3. What is the Australian average for the same concern?

4. What percentage of British people trust their news?

5. What percentage of the people in the survey pay for online news?

6. What is the international average of people who feel the news is too negative?

Find the information3

How often do you follow the news on each of these media outlets?

never hardly ever sometimes quite often very often

on TV

on the radio 
on an internet 
news website
in a newspaper

on social media
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Australians are avoiding the news and 
think it’s too negative, survey finds
Digital Media Report reveals trust in news is 
declining, and Australians are less interested in 
politics than others 
Katharine Murphy 
12 June, 2019

1 Australians are becoming less interested in 
news, with 62% of respondents in a new survey 
reporting they avoid consuming it occasionally, 
sometimes or often. Australian news consumers 
are also more likely than readers and viewers in 
other countries to think their news is too negative.

2 The latest annual Digital Media Report from 
the University of Canberra in collaboration 
with the Reuters Institute and the University of 
Oxford finds 44% of Australian news consumers 
feel the news is too negative (compared to 
the international average of 39%), and more 
Australians are inclined to think the news isn’t 
relevant to them (28% compared to a global 
average of 25%).

3 Australians also consume news more shallowly 
than readers and viewers in other countries – 
meaning Australia has the highest percentage 
of people consuming news once a day or less at 
48% (compared to 34% globally). They are also 
less interested in politics than the global average.

4 Globally, trust in news is declining, with falls in the 
countries surveyed of around 2%. In Australia, 
the annual drop was 6%, from 50% to 44% in 
2019. But Australians still trust their news more 
than consumers in the United Kingdom (40%) 
and the United States (32%). Distrust in social 
media has also increased from 45% in 2018 to 
49% in 2019.

5 A majority of news consumers in Australia think 
media outlets do a good job of keeping them 
informed about events and helping people 
understand issues. But less than half of the 
people surveyed believe news organizations are 
successful in holding powerful figures to account 
– which is one of the key functions of the media 
in a liberal democracy.

6 These perceptions are shaped by the political 
leanings of news consumers. Right-leaning 
people are more likely to think news outlets 
succeed in holding people to account (56%) 
compared to 43% of people in the centre 

and 46% of left-leaning readers and viewers. 
Australians are also more attentive to fake news 
than news consumers elsewhere. The global 
average for concern about misinformation in the 
survey is 55%, and in Australia, it’s 62%.

7 People following politics closely are more 
concerned about fake news than consumers 
ambivalent about politics, which the authors of 
the report attribute to “the high level of public 
debate about political misinformation and foreign 
interference in the 2016 election and concern 
about possible interference in the Australian 
federal election”.

8 The survey suggests right-leaning news 
consumers are more likely than left-leaning 
consumers to worry about whether information 
online is real or fake and much more likely than 
consumers in the centre to have that concern.

9 The research indicates that a proportion of news 
consumers (36%) are taking active steps to fact 
check material they are reading and viewing by 
checking reports across multiple sources, and as 
a consequence of that activity, they are seeking 
out more reliable news sources (26%). But it also 
indicates people who are undecided about their 
political orientation are less likely to fact check 
than people with strong allegiances, and people 
with lower levels of education and income are not 
as likely to go through verification exercises as 
people with more resources.

10 Using Facebook for news has decreased by 9% 
since 2016, but there have been increases in 
the use of YouTube, Snapchat and Instagram for 
news consumption. The survey also suggests 
there have been decreases in online engagement 
across sharing and liking activity.

11 Younger Australians, Generation Z and 
Generation Y, are more likely to use social media 
as their main source of news. People who are 
part of WhatsApp or Facebook groups are  
more active news sharers than people outside 
those networks.

12 While Australians would rather sign up for a 
streaming service like Netflix than an online news 
service, around 14% of the sample pays for 
online news, which is close to the global average. 
Men are more likely to subscribe than women.

© Guardian News and Media 2019
First published in The Guardian, 12/06/19
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Comprehension check 4

Find the word5
Find the following words and phrases in the text.

1. an adjective meaning tending to behave in a particular way (para 2)

2. an adverb meaning not very deeply (para 3)

3. a verb meaning become less (para 4)

4. a three-word verb phrase meaning make someone explain publicly why they did something wrong (para 5)

5. a verb meaning influence the way that a person thinks (para 6)

6. a two-word phrasal verb meaning believe that something is the result of a particular situation, event or a 
person’s actions (para 7)

7. a phrase meaning people born between the early 1980s and the mid-1990s (para 11)

8. a three-word phrasal verb meaning agree to do something or to join an organization (para 12)

Choose the best answer according to the text.

1. Australians trust their news …

a. more than Americans.
b. less than Americans.
c. the same as Americans.

2.  One of the key functions of the media in a liberal democracy is …

a. to hold powerful people to account.
b. to provide information about fake news.
c. to provide news in a variety of formats.

3.  Which people are least likely to check facts?

a. those who have strong allegiances to one political party or other
b. those who have no strong political allegiance
c. those who have a high income

4.  Who are most likely to sign up for an online news service?

a. Generation Z
b. women
c. men
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Discuss the statements.

• Most news is fake news.

• Why watch the news? It’s too depressing.

• No news is good news.

Word-building7

Discussion8

Prepositions6
These words from the text are often followed by prepositions. Complete the phrases.

1. attribute _________

2. ambivalent _________

3. shaped _________

4. interference _________

5. undecided _________

6. in collaboration _________

Fill the gaps in the sentences using the correct form of the word in brackets at the end of each sentence.  

1. In Australia, there has been an increase in the use of social media for news __________________________. 
[CONSUME]

2. There was a suspicion of foreign __________________________ in the 2016 election. [INTERFERE]

3. People who are __________________________ about their political orientation are less likely to fact check. 
[DECIDE]

4. Australians are less interested in politics than the __________________________ average. [GLOBE]

5. __________________________, trust in news is declining. [GLOBE]

6. __________________________ in social media has increased. [TRUST]
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KEY

2 Key words

1. respondent 
2. relevant
3. perception
4. leanings
5. attentive
6. fake news
7. ambivalent
8. allegiance
9. verification
10. subscribe 

3 Find the information

1. 44%
2. 55%
3. 62%
4. 40%
5. 14%
6. 39%

4 Comprehension check

1. a
2. a
3. b
4. c

5 Find the word

1. inclined
2. shallowly
3. decline
4. hold to account
5. shape
6. attribute to
7. Generation Y
8. sign up for

6 Prepositions

1. to
2. about
3. by
4. in
5. about
6. with

7 Word-building

1. consumption
2. interference
3. undecided
4. global
5. globally
6. distrust (or mistrust)


